Introduction to AGWA2
The Automated Geospatial Watershed Assessment Tool
Working with the KINEROS model outside of AGWA
Introduction
Goal
Assignment

In this exercise you will modify KINEROS parameter files and run KINEROS
outside of the AGWA environment.
To familiarize yourself with KINEROS input and output files.
Extract a subwatershed from a KINEROS parameter file, insert a pond element,
subdivide a plane element into a cascade of planes and adjust erosion
parameters to reflect cover and management practices.

Part 1: Extract a subwatershed from the parameter file s2.par
The subwatershed we will be extracting from s2.par consists of 2 channel and 5 plane elements:
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Open Notepad (see Programs->Accessories, it would be helpful to send it to the Desktop as a shortcut).
Select File->Open, navigate to C:\agwa2\workspace\tutorial_Suchiapa\d1\d1k2\simulations\s2, set the
file name filter to "All Files (*.*), and select s2.par
The first 12 lines of the file describe how the watershed was delineated, discretized and parameterized
by AGWA. Note that the lines begin with an ! - this indicates a comment and any information following
an ! is ignored by the input parser.
Select the GLOBAL parameter block:

Select Edit->Copy
Open a new instance of Notepad (Untitled).
Select Edit->Paste
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Return to s2.par, select Edit->Find, enter "ID = 24," then hit Find Next:

Dismiss the Find dialog window.
KINEROS processes elements in the order they appear in the parameter file, so upstream elements must
precede any downstream elements they contribute to. Since the downstream end of channel element
24 is the outlet of the subwatershed, all of the upstream elements must precede it. "UP" indicates the
element ID number of its upstream contributor, and for channels "LAT" indicates the lateral contributors
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Starting at the END of the channel element 24 parameter block, move upward to select all of the
elements of the subwatershed contributing to channel 24:

Select Edit->Copy
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Return to Untitled, select Edit->Paste:
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Select File->Save As, enter sub2.par, Save as type: All Files (*.*), and make sure the path is
C:\agwa2\workspace\tutorial_Suchiapa\d1\d1k2\simulations\s2
You can close s2.par at this point.
In Notepad, Select File->Open, set the file name filter to All Files (*.*), and select kin.fil
The kin.fil file is a comma-delimited file that specifies input files and other options to run the KINEROS
program. In order from left to right:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Parameter file
Rainfall file
Output file
Title for the output file (must be enclosed in double quotes)
Duration of the simulation (minutes)
Time step (minutes)
Auto adjust computational time step to meet Courant criteria? (Y/N)
Simulate sediment? (Y/N)
Global parameter multiplier file (optional)
Include tabular summary at end of output file? (Y/N-optional)
Specify depth of initial soil moisture? (N/value-optional)

Change “s2.par” to “sub2.par” and “s2.out” to “sub2.out”, then File->Save
Open Windows Explorer, navigate to C:\agwa2\workspace\tutorial_Suchiapa\d1\d1k2\simulations\s2
Double-click Kineros2_AGWA.exe
In Notepad, select File->Open, set the file name filter to All Files (*.*), and select sub2.out
The output file consists of 4 sections. The first section echos the input from kin.fil and an
optional global parameter multiplier file (not used in this case, so multipliers default to 1.0). The
second section reports a summary for each element, including a volume balance error. The
third section is a summary for the entire watershed, and the fourth section is a table of
information for each element.
As an aside, note that the overall volume balance error reported on line 238 is 6%. In general,
volume balance errors of much more than 1% may indicate a problem with the numerical
solution. In particular, plane 23 has an error of 15%. In this case the problem is due to a steep
slope and a long length relative to the number of finite difference nodes. A remedy would be to
break the single plane into 2 or more planes, which will be illustrated later in this tutorial.
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Part 2: Add a retention pond element at the outlet of the subwatershed
In Notepad, select File->Open, set the file name filter to All Files (*.*), and select sub2.par
Open a new instance of Notepad, select File->Open, navigate to C:\AGWA2\gisdata\tutorial_Suchiapa\
C:\AGWA2\gisdata\tutorial_Suchiapa\, set the file name filter to All Files (*.*), and select pond.par
Copy the contents of pond.par and paste it onto the end of sub2.par
Assign the pond element a unique ID number, and assign channel 24 as the upstream contributor:

Select File->Save As, enter sub2-pond.par, Save as type: All Files (*.*), and make sure the path is
C:\agwa2\workspace\tutorial_Suchiapa\d1\d1k2\simulations\s2
You can close pond.par at this point.
In Notepad, select File->Open, set the file name filter to All Files (*.*), and select kin.fil
Change "sub2.par" to "sub2-pond.par" and "sub2.out" to "sub2-pond.out", then File>Save
In Windows Explorer, double-click Kineros2_AGWA.exe
In Notepad, select File->Open, set the file name filter to All Files (*.*), and select sub2-pond.out
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By comparing the summary output of channel 24 with the pond, we see that there was a small reduction
in peak outflow rate (from 12 m3/s to 11.6 m3/s) and a significant reduction in sediment outflow (from
1,841,230 kg to 686,431 kg)
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